


About

Canyon Smart Watches - gadgets for an active lifestyle!
Canyon o�ers the array of wearables for all types of physical activity. From classical fitness bands that track daily steps to 
full-fledged virtual trainers that help to maximize your achievements in sports.

Superior performance
With Canyon smart watches you can monitor daily activity, heart rate, ECG, sleeping time, get sedentary reminders as well 
as track multi-sport workouts, steps, receive training advices and more. Stay online - get incoming calls, message alerts 
and reminders from your smartphone. Some of the models are synced with Strava, the most popular fitness app.
Canyon watches are designed in trendy shapes and colours, using pleasant-touch hypoallergenic materials. Visual 
interface is always clear and user-friendly. All models are protected from dust and water.

Canyon Life – custom Android and iOS Application
Canyon Life App syncs data with a smartphone, keeps it safely stored in a user-friendly interface. Advanced algorithms 
analyze stats, giving fitness tips. Canyon software dev team updates the app and provides personal user support.

Care about your loved ones
Canyon o�ers a range of GSM watches for kids and seniors with SOS buttons, location tracking, voice messaging and 
more. Take care about your children or elderly parents using the all-in-one smart solution by Canyon!



Our Smart App, tailored to the whole range of 
smartwatches, allows users to make the most of 
their devices. Notifications from e-mail, 
messengers and calendar, control over the 
important personal health and sports readings, and 
even the remote access to the data from your kid’s 
tracker – this list of app features is far from 
exhaustive. This app provides stable work and 
perfect data security. You can access all the 
necessary information no matter what model 
you’re using today. Canyon Smart App is one step 
ahead of your expectations! 

Canyon Life 
App



Advantages of Сanyon Life App

Stable work with no lags Correct multilingual adaptations to 

16 languages

Instant detection and connection to 

your watch

Messaging, calls and social 

notifications. Sports activity status.

Compliance with the EU General 

Regulation of Data Protection, Storing 

and Processing (GDPR)

Clearly understandable stats 

tracked per each workout and per 

day

All your watches and watches of 

your kids can be connected to one 

application

Track your route during sports 

activities* and monitor your kids` 

location

*for watches with GPS function





Smartwatch.
Stylish metal body.

Wildberry SW-74

This stylish and lightweight smartwatch is a perfect tool to support you in your 

wellness journey. Its case and strap are created in colors, reminiscent of wild forest 

berries, a healthy and tasty ingredient used in many dishes. Count the number of 

steps you take every day, track your sporting achievements, check your heart 

rate, and conveniently switch music tracks during your workouts. In addition to 

physical activity tracking, this watch will help you get weather forecasts and 

even take pictures with the remote camera control. The discreet and versatile 

design of this watch easily fits any outfit, whether it is sporty, casual, or 

formal. Changeable watch faces will help you to express your taste.

The watch also provides a special women's calendar.

Remote camera
control

Women's calendarActivity statistics Additional watchface

CNS-SW74BL Wildberry blue EAN: 5291485006648
CNS-SW74BB Wildberry black EAN: 5291485007713
CNS-SW74SS Wildberry white EAN: 5291485008932



KEY FEATURES

Sleep monitor

Notifications on 
messages and calls

Sedentary 
reminder

Camera control

Multisport

Pedometer

Full touch screen
Durable metal watch case
IP67 waterproof (short-term immersion in 
water for up to 1m deep)
Touch control button
Compatible with iOS and Android OS

Weather information
Optimization for the most popular sports
Remote camera control
Music control
USB charger
Up to 20 days of active work

Alarm clock

MultilingualAdditional 
watchface

Activity 
statistics

Women's 
calendar





Materials and dimensions

Material: metal case, polyurethane strap

Dimensions: 42mm x 37mm x 10mm

Water resistance: IP67 waterproof

Screen Size: 1.3''

Weight: 40 g 

Technical specifications

LCD color screen

Screen Resolution: 240x240

Touch button

Battery capacity: 170mAh

Chipset: NRF52832

64KB RAM 512KB ROM

Bluetooth: BT4.2

Standby time: up to 20 days

Active work: up to 5 days

Support iOS 10.0+ Android 5.0+

Sports

Walking

Running

Cycling

Skipping

Badminton

Basketball

Football

Sensors

Heart rate monitor

Accelerometer

spO2 oxygen







Smart Watch

Cardamon SW-80

Like the ever-popular cardamon seasoning, this stylish watch "Cardamon" SW-80 by Canyon has a lot 

of useful qualities and is maximally versatile. You can monitor physical activity statistics, including 12 

popular sports, track sleep quality and calories consumption. Women can enjoy using a personal 

women's calendar. In addition, you can set up many useful notifications: about excessive sitting, 

the need to drink water, receiving SMS, or missed calls. Extensive functionality is enclosed in a 

compact round body and is available in three trendy neutral colors to complement each of your 

stylish outfits. Energy-saving technology extends battery life, which is good for the 

environment.

A stylish accessory that inspires you to maintain a healthy lifestyle!

CNS-SW80BB  EAN: 5291485008482
CNS-SW80PP  EAN: 5291485008499
CNS-SW80SS  EAN: 5291485008505

12 popular
sports modes

Interchangeable
dials

Long battery life Game inside Remote camera
control

Calorie
calculator

Heart rate
monitor



IP67 waterproof
Round IPS screen
Tempered glass
Customizable notifications
SMS alerts 
Water time drink reminder
Sedentary reminder
Heart rate monitor and accelerometer
Calorie calculator
Stopwatch
Detailed activity statistics

Women's calendar
Sleep monitoring
Smart alarm clock
Interchangeable dials
12 popular sport modes 
Remote camera & music player control
Casual game inside
2 functional buttons
Low power consumption
Compatible with Android 6.0+, iOS 12.0+

KEY FEATURES

Sleep tracking

Notifications on 
messages and calls

Sedentary 
reminder

Remote music 
player control 

Heart rate 
monitor

Step tracking

Women's 
calendar

Alarm clock  Water time drink 
reminder





Materials & dimensions

Housing size: 42 × 48 × 10.3 mm

Wristband size:  245 × 20 мм

Housing materials: Metal & plastic body, silicone strap, 

tempered glass

Wristband materials: Silicone

Screen size: 1.3''

Screen resolution: 240 × 240 pixels

Weight: 55 g

Technical parameters

Chipset: RTK8762C

Memory: 160 KB RAM, 64 MB Flash

Control: Full touchscreen

Battery capacity: 200 mAh

Battery type: Lithium Polymer

Charging method: Magnetic suction

Сharging cable: USB Type A

Recommended power supply output 

parameters: no more than 5.0 V / 1.0 A (charger 

not included)

Full charge time: Up to 2.5 hours (depending 

on power source)

In active use: Up to 4-6 days

Standby time: Up to 25 days

Level of protection: IP67

Bluetooth: 5.0

Sports

Walking

Running

Cycling

Skipping

Football

Yoga

Fitness

Dancing

Elliptical trainer

General training

Rowing machine

Skiing

Sensors

Accelerometer

Heart rate monitor







Barberry SW-79
Smart watch

The SW-79 smartwatch model by Canyon has a large and comfortable dial, dressed in a 

durable metal case. Besides the touch screen, it also has a button-wheel for the additional 

convenience of control. Despite the large size of the screen, the watch keeps a charge for a 

long time. It instantly connects to a smartphone via BT 5.1, and all data is collected and 

analyzed inside the proprietary Canyon Life application. Collect all the information you 

need about your physical activity and sleep quality, and check it in the visual interface 

of the application. Choose a convenient watch face format to monitor the necessary 

metrics and view message notifications.

A great assistant for tracking your activity status and daily use!

CNS-SW79BB   EAN: 5291485008451
CNS-SW79PP   EAN: 5291485008468
CNS-SW79BL   EAN: 5291485008475

Changeable
watch faces

Rotation
button

Ultra-thin Real-time
heart monitor

Multi-sport
mode

Music control



1.7″ Full Touchscreen
Display: TFT
Screen resolution: 240×280 pixels
Bluetooth: 5.1
Active use time: 5-7 days
IP67 level of protection
Detailed statistics on physical activity
Remote camera & music player control

Sensors: Accelerometer & heart rate 
Message notifications
Multi-sport mode
Sedentary reminder
Stopwatch
Sleep monitoring
Included: USB Type-A cable
Compatible with Android 6.0+, iOS 12.0+

KEY FEATURES

Sleep tracking

Notifications on 
messages and calls

Heart rate 
measurement

Exercise record (step 
counting, distance, 
calorie calculation)

Stopwatch MultilingualCamera control

Music player 
control 





Materials and dimensions

Housing size: 44.4 × 36 × 9.2 mm 

Wristband length: 255 mm, adjustable 155-235 mm

Housing materials: Plastic + zinc alloy

Wristband materials: Silicone + stainless steel

Weight: 47 g

Screen size: 1.7″ 

Screen resolution: 240 × 280 pixels

Technical specifications

Chipset: Goodix GR5515

Memory: 256 KB RAM, 64 MB ROM

Display: TFT

Battery type: Li-Polymer

Battery capacity: 180 mAh

Full charge time: Up to 3 hours

Charging mode: Magnetic

Battery standby time: Up to 25 days

In active use: 5-7 days

Recommended power supply output parameters: No 

more than 5.0 V / 1.0 A (charger not included)

Control: Full touchscreen

Type of charging cable: USB Type A

Sports

Walking

Running

Cycling

Skipping

Yoga

Fitness

Elliptical trainer

General training

Sensors

Accelerometer

Heart rate monitor







Smart Watch
Lollypop SW-63

This smartwatch is crafted in a stylish round form factor. It perfectly combines functionality and 

elegant design. The watch instantly connects to a smartphone via Bluetooth 5.0 and works 

with the proprietary Canyon Life app. Collect all the information you need about your 

physical activity and sleep quality, and view it in the visual interface of the application. A 

sturdy case and IP68 protection standard (absolute resistance against small particles and 

moisture inside the case) will allow you to keep wearing your favorite accessory during 

any workout, including swimming. Choose a convenient watch face format and control 

all the notifications you need, as well as the camera and music on your phone, right 

from the watch screen. A stylish accessory that motivates you to take care of 

yourself!

CNS-SW63BB   EAN: 5291485008512
CNS-SW63SW   EAN: 5291485008529
CNS-SW63PP   EAN: 5291485008536

Remote camera
control

IP68, truly
waterproof

Ultra-slim Heart rate
monitor

Multi-sport
mode

Music remote 
control



KEY FEATURES

Sleep tracking

Sedentary reminder

Call notificationWeather 
forecast

Remote camera
control

Multi-sport
mode

Alarm clock 
and reminders

Multilingual

Step tracking

1.3" Full Touchscreen
Display: TFT
Screen resolution: 240×240 pixels
BlueTooth: 5.0
Active use time: Up to 4 days
IP68 level of protection
Customizable notifications
Interchangeable watch faces
Sensors: Accelerometer & heart rate

Multi-sport mode
Detailed activity statistics
Sedentary reminder
Remote camera & music player control
Stopwatch
Sleep monitoring
Included: USB Type-A cable
Compatible with Android 6.0+, iOS 12.0+





Materials and dimensions

Housing materials: Plastic

Wristband materials: Silicone

Housing size: 252 × 42.5 × 10.7 mm

Wristband size: 255 х 20 mm

Screen size: 1.3''

Screen resolution: 240 × 240 pixels

Weight: 35 g 

Technical specifications

Chipset: Pixart PAR2860QN

Memory: 32 KB RAM, 512 KB ROM

Battery capacity: 155 mAh

Battery type: Lithium Polymer, non-removable

Control: Full touchscreen

Сharging cable: USB Type A

Recommended power supply output parameters: no more 

than 5.0 V / 1.0 A (charger not included)

Full charge time: 2 hours

In active use: Up to 4 days

Standby time: Up to 10 days

Level of protection: IP68

Bluetooth: 5.0

Integration: Google Fit, Apple Health

Sports

Hiking

Cycling

Running

Walking

Yoga

Fitness

HIIT

Swimming

Running track

Sensors

Accelerometer

Heart rate monitor







Smartwatch «Salt» SW-78
«Salt» SW-78

This smartwatch is for those who often use an audio player and sometimes want to get away from a 

smartphone. Let the whole world wait! You can jog with your favorite playlist on, or walk with an 

audiobook - just sync your watch with your smartphone and leave the phone at home. 512 

megabytes of internal memory are enough to store audio files. The battery is enough for 6 hours 

of continuous audio playback. The built-in player supports multiple audio formats and its 

controls are displayed on the watch face. You can connect the watch to Bluetooth 

headphones or an external Bluetooth speaker. It is completely waterproof and suitable for 

swimming. This smart gadget records your steps and syncs the data with the Canyon 

Life application. All the required notifications from social networks and messengers 

are displayed on the watch upon synchronisation.

CNS-SW78PP Pink Salt EAN: 5291485007928
CNS-SW78BB Black Salt EAN: 5291485007911

IP68, truly
waterproof

512
Compatible with 

TWS or 
BT-speaker

Support MP3, WMA, AAC, 
M4A, APE, FLAC, WAV

audio format files

Music storage



KEY FEATURES

Sleep tracking

Notifications on 
messages and calls

Weather 
forecast

Camera control

Step tracking

Calculations of 
blood oxygen level

Phone search

Built-in audio player
Direct connection to Bluetooth audio devices
512 megabytes of internal memory
Touch screen
Waterproof IP rating IP68 (full protection)
Fast and stable Bluetooth 5.0
Synchronization with a smartphone via the 
Canyon Life app

Compatibility: iOS 12.0+, Android 6.0+
Optimized for most popular sports
Music control through the dial
USB charging cable
6 hours of continuous playback
EU GDPR compliance

Heart rate 
monitor

Sedentary 
reminder

Alarm clock and 
reminders

Audio player

Multilingual 
localization

Di�erent dial 
options

Supported file formats: 
MP3, WMA, AAC, M4A, 

APE, FLAC, WAV





Materials and dimensions

Material: Plastic + Aluminum Bezel

Size: 42.8 x 36.8 x 10.7 mm

Strap width: 20 mm

Water resistance: IP68 waterproof

Screen Size: 1.4''

Weight: 45 g 

Technical specifications

Color IPS LCD screen with touch button

Screen resolution: 240x240

Battery capacity: 200mAh

Chipset Nordic 52832

Player chipset Energy-saving Action 2831

64KB + 512KB + 512M memory

Bluetooth BT 5.0

Bluetooth pairing capability Smartphone, 

Headphone, Speaker

Audio transmission power <20mW

Standby time: up to 12 days

Active work: up to 7 days

Continuous audio playback: up to 6 hours

Compatibility iOS 12.0+ Android 6.0+

Sports

Walking

Running

Cycling

Skipping 

Badminton

Basketball

Football

Swimming

Sensors

3D-accelerometer 

PPG-sensor TYHX HRS3301DS







Fitness band with
personal virtual coach

SmartCoach SB-75

A real technological breakthrough in the world of sports gadgets created by Canyon! This fitness bracelet 

will support you as a virtual trainer on your way to success in sports. The gadget makes accurate 

measurements of such indicators as ECG, heart rate variability (HRV), readiness for training, stress 

resistance, the status of heart and muscles. Advanced algorithms allow the Smart Coach band and 

the Canyon Life App to accompany the athlete's full life cycle: training, recovery, exercise 

readiness. High-precision sensors provide accurate and frequent measurements, which are 5 

times the amount of the closest analogs. Reliable synchronization with a smartphone ensures 

maximum inclusion in other aspects of your life. You'll never miss an urgent call, a 

message from the messenger, or a notification from social networks during training. 

A super gadget for superior performance!

CNS-SB75BB  EAN: 5291485006563

Electro-
cardiogram*

Physical and
mental state

analytics

Cloud storage &
data sharing

IP67
waterproof

ECG monitoring
in app

GDPR
compliance

Multi-sport
mode

*G
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Fully-featured for sports 
Virtual smart trainer
Cloud data service
Ultraprecise ECG Sensor, measurements 
quality like in premium brands
Heart rate and acceleration sensors
Pedometer
Optimized for the most popular sports

Vibration mode for notifications
Fully compatible with iOS 10.0+ and Android 5.0+
Up to 15 days of active work
IP67 waterproof (short-term immersion in water 
for up to 1m deep)
Compliant with European GDPR standards
Cloud data protection and AI processing

KEY FEATURES

Sleep monitor

Notifications on 
messages and calls

Sedentary 
reminder

Pedometer Camera control

Heart rate

ECG 
measurement

HRV 
measurement

Virtual trainer

Alarm clock

Multilingual

Data export





Materials and dimensions

Materials: PC/ABS plastic body, TRP strap, buckle and touch

button contain 316 stainless steel

Watch Body Size: 55mm x 20mm x 18mm

Band Size: 18mm width x 240mm length

Dimensions: 295mm x 18mm x 20mm

Weight: 24 g

Screen Size: 0.96''

Waterproof standard: IP67

Technical specifications

LCD color screen

Screen Resolution: 80x160

Touch button

Battery capacity: 105 mAh

Chipset: NRF52832

64KB RAM 512KB ROM

Bluetooth: BT4.2

Standby time: up to 15 days

Active work: up to 5 days

Support iOS 10.0+ Android 5.0+

Sports

Running

Walking

Climbing

Cycling

Sensors

ECG

Accelerometer

Heart rate monitor



Get personalized tips
• Plan exercises with a virtual trainer

• Track levels of stress, energy, or productivity

• Analysis of completed workouts and trend spotting

• Real-time tracking of heart performance and level of strength

• Store your training results in the cloud

Smart trainer

Keep track of your workouts and recovery
• Unique analytics infrastructure

• Physiological indicators

• Mental and emotional data

• Ultraprecise personal measurements

• Training and recovery statistics

Sports and recreation







Kids Watch «Sandy» KW-34
Sandy KW-34

This watch features all functions needed to watch after your child - location tracking, emergency 

calls, SOS button and more. Insert a 2G mobile SIM card into the watch, and start getting 

information about the exact location of your child on your smartphone using the Canyon Life 

app. Due to the GPS sensor, you can track your child's location with an accuracy of up to 5 

meters. New algorithms will save battery power up to 4 days on a single charge. In 

addition, the watch is equipped with such important functions as the SOS button, 

two-way calls, silent calling, pedometer, camera, and a game. The best solution for 

your child's safety at school, during outdoor activities and walks!

CNE-KW34PP  EAN: 5291485008000
CNE-KW34BL  EAN: 5291485008017

Safe area zoneInteractive
games

GPS+LBS
positioning

GDPR compliance



KEY FEATURES

Calls

SMS

Silent callPedometer

Camera control

Camera

Interactive 
game

Safe data 
storage

Find watch

Safe area crossing 
notification

GPS and LBS positioning
Two-way phone calls
SOS button
Location tracking for parents
“Safe area” geofencing setting

Pedometer
High standards of data protection GDPR
Alarm clock, flashlight, photo camera, game
Compatible with iOS 10.0+, Android 5.0+

Geolocation

SOS button





Materials and dimensions

Material: plastic housing, silicone strap

Size: 52.9 x 40.3 x 14.8 mm

Strap size: 20 x 230 mm

Screen Size: 1.44''

Weight: 42 g 

Technical specifications

Screen: Touchscreen

Screen resolution: 128x128

Battery capacity: 400 mAh 

Solution: MTK2503

GPS: MTK2503, L1, 1575.42 mHz C/A code

AGPS: GPRS Class12, location time 26 seconds

LBS: Accurate to 500 m

32MB RAM 32MB ROM

Standby time: up to 4 days

Active work: up to 2 days

Supports 2G GSM standard 850/900/1800/1900 mHz

Sensors

GSM 2G

GPS

LBS

Accelerometer (pedometer)





Kids Watch «Tony» KW-31
Tony KW-31

Tony KW-31 watch by Canyon is a small and simple GSM phone designed as a watch. Insert a 

2G GSM SIM card into the watch and your child will be able to call and pick up calls using 

this little gadget. A video camera and a voice recorder allow a child to make photos and 

record voice messages about studies or leisure. The MicroSD card slot allows playing 

music or audiobooks through the speaker. 7 educational games, as well as a 

calculator, alarm clock, calendar, stopwatch, will make a useful addition. A 

simple and convenient gadget that is hard to break or lose!

Micro SD
card slot

Voice recorderTwo-way
phone calls

CNE-KW31YB Yellow Gray    EAN: 5291485007973
CNE-KW31RR Violet Pink    EAN: 5291485007966

CNE-KW31BB Gray     EAN: 5291485007980



KEY FEATURES

Camera control

Audio player

Camera

Calculator

SMS

Alarm clock

Easy to use
Doesn't require a smartphone
Supports microSD card up to 32 gigabytes
GSM phone communication of 2G standard
Built-in music player and voice recorder

0.3-megapixel camera
Calculator, alarm clock, calendar, stopwatch
7 educational games
Child-friendly interface and design

Voice recorder

GSM calls





Materials and dimensions

Material: plastic housing, silicone strap

Size: 54 х 42.6 x 13.6 mm

Strap size: 20 x 230 mm

Screen Size: 1.54''

Weight: 42 g 

Technical specifications

Screen Touchscreen 

Screen resolution: 240 х 240

Battery capacity: 380 mAh

Chipset: MTK6261D, 260MHZ

32KB RAM 32KB ROM

Standby time: up to 4 days

Active work: up to 2 days

Supports 2G GSM standard 

850/900/1800/1900 mHz

Games

Racing

Mario

Parachute

Pinball

Basketball

Worm

Bee War







My Dino Smartwatch
My Dino KW-33

This smart and useful gadget is most suitable for teenagers. The interface of the watch is made by 

Canyon designers in a “hip-hop” style. Inside the watch, a cute dinosaur Dino lives. Let Dino be 

your virtual friend in the world of health and sports. Your can earn apples and feed them to 

Dino by doing workouts, walking or just not sitting still. Precise measurements of your activity 

will be provided by the watche’s pedometer, heart rate monitor and other functions of a 

full-scale fitness gadget. The watch has two built-in brain-training educational games – 

“puzzle” and “math”. In addition, the watch can show notifications from social networks 

and messengers, vibrate on incoming calls, display the weather and allow your kid 

to switch music tracks and camera shutter on a smartphone.

Take care of Dino by exercising and achieving great results in real life!

CNE-KW33BB black camouflage  EAN: 5291485007737
CNE-KW33GB green camouflage  EAN: 5291485007744
CNE-KW33BL blue camouflage  EAN: 5291485007751

Move Collect apples Feed Dino Dino is happy



Fits to teenagers
Full touchscreen
Light weight
iOS and Android application
Built-in virtual friend Dino
Two brain-training games
Multisport

Heart rate monitor and pedometer
Sedentary reminder
Sleep monitor
Notifications and calls
Music and camera control
4-10 days of work

KEY FEATURES

Interactive interface,
games

Notifications on 
messages and calls

Multisport Remote music and
camera control

Water drinking
reminder

Activity 
statistics

PedometerWeather 
forecast

Sleep
monitoring

Sedentary 
reminder

Alarm clock Multilingual





Materials and dimensions

Materials: plastic case, silicone wristband

Dimensions: 41.2mm x 35.2mm x 9.3mm

Wristband width: 20mm

Screen size: 1.3 ''

Water resistance: IP68

Weight: 45 gr.

Technical specifications

IPS touch screen

Screen resolution: 240x240

Battery capacity: 155mAh

Chipset: PAR2860QN

32KB RAM 512KB ROM

Bluetooth: BT5.0

Standby time: up to 10 days

Active work: up to 4 days

Supports iOS 8.0+ Android 6.0+

Data transmission power <20mW

Sports

Walking

Jogging

Hiking

Cycling

Sensors

Heart rate monitor

Accelerometer







Smart Band For Seniors
With SOS function

ST-01

A reliable assistant for anyone who looks after elderly relatives and cares about their health! This 

smart band will help you to monitor their location and check their heart rate. It o�ers convenient 

telephone communication at the touch of a button, which is simple for a person at any age. The 

owner of the band can easily send you voice messages. Besides, you can turn on several 

notifications, such as crossing a security zone, lack of pulse data or low battery. You can set 

an alarm, and use callback and listening modes. Discreet control and care for your loved 

ones made simple and convenient!

SOS calls and SMSLocation trackingRemote heart rate
measurement

Voice Assistant (Eng, Ru)

CNE-ST01BB  EAN: 5291485006556



KEY FEATURES

Safety zone 
location control

Notifications 
(battery, safety zone, 

SOS)

Voice Assistant 
(Eng, Ru)

PedometerLocation tracking with GPS / LBS / Wi-Fi 
SOS button (telephone connection) 
Two-way telephone communication
Voice chat
IP67 waterproof
Voice assistant

Handsfree function
Heart rate monitor (with data transfer)
Pedometer
Economical energy consumption
Compatible with Android 4.4+ and iOS 8.5+
Hypoallergenic strap

SOS calls and 
SMS

Two way 
communication

Location 
tracking

Remote heart rate 
measurement





Materials and dimensions

Material: plastic (host), TPU (band)

Size: 66 mm х 37 mm х 16 mm 

Water resistance: IP67

Weight: 48 g

Technical specifications

Control through touch button

Battery capacity: 400mAh

Battery standby time: up to 3 days

Battery use time: up to 4 days

Sensors

Heart Rate Monitor

G-sensor




